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The purpose of this field experience was to develop what the 
writer felt would be the major areas or components of a workable 
program concerned with in-school alternatives to suspension. Upon 
completion of the dev�lopment of the eleven components of the alter-
native program to suspension, the writer chose to entitle the program, 
The Positive Approach, In-School Alternatives to Suspension. 
Due to the larg� number of out�of-school suspensions in school 
systems ea9h .ye�r, and the widespread disillusion with out-of-school 
suspen,$ion. as a; .d.isciplinary procedure, schooil.: administrators are · 
beginning -to develop :6. n-school alternative programs ;t:o suspension • . 
The �nstituting of an in-school alternatiye program must begin 
with determining if.the current disciplinary .p�pcedures or programs 
being used are .. succe�ding or failing • . .fl , •• ·� . . . .... _ . . 
The primary purposes of the alternative.program must begin by 
helping the student,1and identifying the �oot problems of the student's 
misbehavior. 
Referrals should be .well documented.,· .. ,the student should be given 
due process rights, and:. the length of t�e in. the alternative program 
should last no more than three days witho,ut a review. The alternative 
program room should be away from the regular flow of student traffic, 
• 
provide seating, and supply. apprppriate as well as ample amounts of study 
materials. The staff in the alternative program should be.carefully 
selected, willing to work with the type of student that would be in 
the program, and capable of relating to the problem type student re-
gardless of class or culture. A program of this nature must be well 
understood by all individuals involved, such as, administrators, 
regular classroom teachers, parents, and support personnel. This 
iii 
type of program should include high quality academic instruction, 
individual, group or peer counseling that ha$ in mind to involve 
the student in conf�onting, and solving the root problem which caused 
the initial nU.sbehavior.. There must be access to all support services, 
both in the school system, and the community. To provide a follow-
up on students havi.ng been in the program is a. must. Last of all, 
the program must be carefully monitored and evaluated. 
Upon completi.ng the development of the eleven components of the 
alternative pr.ogram, it was suggested by ttie ..
. wl;iter' s major advisor, 
Dr. Gerhard C. Matzner, that the writer include,· as an appendix, the . ' 
Specific guidelines I and behavior Code tQ �e- USed in the pr.Ogram Of 
in-school suspension .at Cerro Goi;do H.igh $,�h�!!,'. grades 9-12, where 
the writer is employed as �igh school prlncipal. The progra.m at 
Cerro Gordo High School will be in effect �fter being approved by the 
. ·' . .  ·., .. 
Cerro Gordo Community Unit Distric� #100�:���? of Education at their 
August, 1980 meeting. 
, : .. l.; � 
Dr. Matzner furthefif.�coJXUt\ended that the writer 
� .. .. . . 
include, as an appendix� specific .  guide�,Mie;�.� and behavior codes of 
' .. �, .. :�-:- : 
two successful in-school alternative programs, i� the State of Illinois. J� 
These s_uggestions will be found in the �ppe'ndix o_f_ the;· w�iter' $ field 
experience. 
In completing the field experience herein described, the writer 
compiled all of the material discussed into what he hopes is a work-
able in-s�hool alternative to suspep�ion. 
iv 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
This program was designed to be used in the Cerro Gordo 
Community Unit #100 High School at Cerro Gordo, Illinois. The 
, • I • 
high school houses grades 9-12 with an approximate enrollment of 
277 students. 
The placement of the in-school suspension room will be 
' '  . . .  
what formerly had been the mail room, and room for mimeograph and 
t" 
copy machines for the high school teachers. The in-school suspen-
5\.'4·;_;. 
sion room and the high school principal's off ice are separated 
_; ,� 
by a door. This is a definite strong point'as the principal will 
be able to maintain supervision over the students in the pr.ogram • . 
' ; . . ... 
The guidance counselor's office is in the�sam� general office 
• 
area where the principal's office and in-school suspension room is 
located. This is another plus for the program in that if an 
immediate need for the counselor arises , he will be close at hand • 
• ? ,• .: ·._ ; 
The actual program for Cerro Gordo High School will be 
found as an apperndix to the writer's field experience. 
Within the last several year�, there has been a more fre-
quent use and abuse of out-of-school suspensions. This technique 
has been a nightmare for school administrators. out-of-school 
suspension has come under increasing·scrutiny and criticism. 
There have been an increasing number of reports written at various 
local, state, and national levels concerning out-of-school suspension. 
1 
The term "s usp ension" has t ak en on an ai r o f  disgrac e and/or em-
barrassment to schools rather th an to students. Wh ether the 
practic e of dismissi_ng students from school as a respo1:ls e  to 
real or perceived c as es of mis beh avior is c al l ed "out for the .., 
remainder o f  the day," "three day suspension," or "s ending the 
• . • . • •  l .. !i ,:• .., ;: .. 
student home," th e result is still s uspension of students fro m 
school. 
� I_ • • •• ; I 
Bec aus e  o f  the reaction to out-of-school s uspension, a l arg e . .. 
• . I · - •:.,.� • 
'• :· -t ,' • � t;: . r,. •• 
number o f  conc ern s  have arisen. Some o f  thos e conc erns are: , ,. ,.�,_ < . .  ·, ·: · . . . ;_:·�: ,ti on ·: :� 
· . 
.r
:; 
. :v.: 
: •1 
. ... �;·. 
that administ rato rs are becoming aware that out­
of-school s uspension' for s uch 
.
offe[!Jes ' ".is i�oki'iig 
on school p roperty , t ruancy, or dis ruptive behav- . 
ior in th e c las sroom is o fteti "t·im�'s ·,ineffective ' •
• '\ • • . .. .  : ; {>, 
and only compounds the problem; . . . \ . ·. �; r. .:- . ··. . . .. r •• • ! 
that law enfo rcement officials claim that stu-• • 't')\" ., ... , , . 
dents who are s uspended freqtient!y'have a tend-
ency to g et �nto t rouble in the conununity; 
• •  , . • iJ. ,�(.1.(· · .t 
. . 
• : • • .... �- � ... l.. � l .... . , , 
that adminis trators realize that students s ervi_ng 
out-of-·s chool suspension hurts thei r averag e 
daily att �ndanc e; 
that school administrators reali ze that out-of­
school s uspension is an ·"eas O:/ ·®tt•• and a ·very 
conveni ent tool which is sometimes us ed rather 
than t rying to invol ve the· student, parent, 
counselor, an d any other su�vortive p ersonnel 
that woul d be avail abl e to h elp solve th e 
probl em; 
that school administrators have misused o ut-of-
" i· 
-· :.•·. . ·' 
. .-
: 
. 
. >': · ' school suspension so much that th is typ e o f  
punishment no longer assu res the school admini ­
·. · 'strator that the student will not mis behave: 
again .  
' . . . ' �.,. 
As �res ul t o f  these concerns , and many others , schools are 
; . . . 
making more of a concerted effort to develop p rograms that will keep 
' 1. 
2 
the student in school, and give the school an opportunity to use more 
resource people to help correct the situation. The idea of an alter-
native to out-of-school suspension is a positive way to deal with the 
different type of offenses against school rules, and regulations which 
would have usually resulted in out-of-school suspension for the student. 
In-school alternatives can be a valuable step towards better meeting 
student's needs, but they should not be allowed to deter or replace more 
fundamental educational efforts which will prevent the kinds of behavior 
to which in-school alternatives are a response. ,.The."writer will not . .  try . � . . . ·. -
to describe the many types of in-school al�e��tj.�es. to suspension��� 
this paper. However, just because some typ�·�1.. disciplinary_proc�du�e 
has the title of an "in-school alternative to.�uspension" it cannot be • • r I ' 
assumed the needs of the students are being.better served o� that it ' • J ' � 
represents a quality type improvell\ent ove�·.!l?feviously used disc.iplinaxy 
procedures. Any type o� disciplinary pr9c�ure, including that of an 
in-school alternative, can be ll\isused . 
. The commitment to develop and implem�nt an effective in-school 
alternative to suspension necessarily �mp�ies a recognition of the neg-
ative consequences of the use of out-of-school suspensions. It is very 
important for the school, or school administrator, to give a lot of 
thought to, and do a lot of research concerning an in-school alternative 
to suspension. 
During the process of thinking about, and researching the purpose, 
use, and effect of an in-school alternative to susp�nsion, the school 
or school administrator might be well advised to have the answer to some 
quest�o�s such as the following: 
Why has our school used out-of-school suspensions? 
3 
For what types of offenses was out-of-school suspensions 
used? 
Did we use all the supportive services at our disposal 
before using out-of-school suspension? 
What have been the negative ef�ects of out-of-school 
suspension on the student involved? 
, .. • 
.. ... 
Have out-of-school suspensions been directed toward a 
partieular part of the student body (female,-ma'le, black, 
Hispanic)? 
How does the community feel about our system of dis-
cipline in the school? ' \ 
The answers to--these questions may shed ii9hE o�- some of ._tile p�st ' 
difficulties. -·:Aiso� if you developed a pr6gr�'J.it.h;)ut answering. ���e 
- -; "u l �- ' • of the�e q\iestions ·then the mistakes of the'past'mignt re-emerge after 
the development of an in-school alternative to suspension. 
: · 1  ..... : . 
. 
. . . 
If the school administrator or person (s) 'developing in-school 
alternatives -to suspension feels that the '15':i.i�y objective of the',·:·--� 
• t: ").�. alternative is to punish, control, and modify the behavior of the 
students, 'then it is not very likely that "th1e program will survive over 
a long'period of time. The individuals de\r�loping the program must.have 
,. . .,, a good�solid philosophy 'of what they want the program to accomplish, 
and then ·conunit themselves to making it work. The development of the 
proper type program will, again, provide an opportunity for the individ-
• 
uals involved to reassess the past and hopefully profit from it. 
The difficulty with a large number of disciplinary programs or 
practices 'is that they are designed for expediency rather than identi-
fying, and solving the problem that has caused a student(s) to misbehave. 
Just because an individual is in an authority position, and has the power 
to determine the nature of each disciplinary response taken, does not 
give that individual the right to exclude seeking out the problem or 
4 
finding out what is at the root of the child's misbehavior. This type 
of response from a school administrator or authQrity in charge is 
abusing the use of the power given him/her. 
An in-school suspension program should be developed with the 
purpose of -- (1) assisting the student, (2) identify;i,.ng the student's 
problem, (3) providi.ng an atmosphere for the student to begin develop-
ing self-discipline, (4) finding out what the problems are and taking 
action to help solve the problems, (5) eliminati.ng out-of-school 
suspension except for those offenses. which clearly thl:reaten the beaith,-
safety, and welfare of those in the school community, (6) develop�ng 
":"' 
an atmosphere within the school which would help achieve the first 
.· 
five. goals while yet allowi.ng the remainder of the students to have . ' . 
. 
� 
an opportunity to continue their education without interruption. 
1\fter readi_ng the above. goals, one would surely assUII\e that there 
· '· . . . ·, 
is more to discipline bhan corporal punishment or out-of-school sus-
. '
. 
pension unless those individuals developi.ng a program readily realize 
:: �· I . . .  • 
that they should have a similar philosophy toward in-school suspension, 
then the program may not fully cover every area that it is expected to 
-.� . 
cover nor reach the potential that it would have. 
It is highly unlikely that an in-school suspension program would 
• 
survive if it is limited to the strict use of reducing out-of-school 
suspensions. If the program is limited to one specific goal, it 
would seem that it would not be helping the students with their pro-
blem which might cause future difficulties. If the pr.ogram strictly 
amounts to the student sitting in a room, then the school nor the 
student will benefit. 
' I ' 
The misuse of an in-school alternative may also be a way of ignoring 
5 
the fact that the s�udent may not be the only factor involved in this 
difficulty. Misbehavior can be caused by other factors, for example, 
a teacher or administrator. You might ask yourself if the misbehavior 
could be caused: 
by the way a teacher handles classroom man�g�ent within 
the classroom; 
by quick judgement or reaction to a situation by someone 
who does not have all the information concerni�g the act 
or misbehavior; 
by soi4ie 'd.ifficulty in the home or comunlt� • .. .  
If 'in.:..school · �ternatives are such that1:'.i:.fi't}t tey to ch�ge :t.he·' 
behavior. of th� student but do hot actuall�.:>�e'f':}�t �the root probl�/� 
the�: ��r�v�r the.problem is found or whomever it involves, the 
r t \� .ti •t;.fC..�·: .I. • • "•".) (' • t alternatives will represent the same type or usual discipline for the 
, ... , 
student and the school. .L ' :.· :Jm ; ;t :\·. 
• • • . J . • • difficulties, not push them aside or ignore them, then school officials 
must be connnitted to the idea that the alternative program staff may 
address anyone {peers, teachers, administrators, parents) that might 
be the factor leading to student misbehavior. This means that school 
officials must give the program staff the power, and the support to run 
the program. This can be a difficult area or situation as some indivi-' 
duals (1) do not want to admit they are a factor or the root problem in 
student misbehavior, (2) need guidance in coping with a situation after 
they recognize, and hopefully admit, they are a factor or are the root 
problem in student misbehavior, (3) must be shown how to correct the 
problem th�y have which can �ause student misbehavior. 
When designing an in-school alternative to suspension there should 
be the idea that there is going to have to be a lot-' ".o f  ambition on.· 
6 
everyones part to dea.l with student misbehavior in a positive, and 
successful manner with the needs of the students in mind. In the 
designing of the in-school alternative there should be involvement from 
all levels; student� teachers, administrators, and paX"ents. Everyone 
involved sh9uld - be deliberate, and tho.ughtful; they should also be well 
informed a.bout va.ri�us alternative models. 
The writer is not, in any way, implying in �his paper, that out-
of-school suspension should totally be done a�;y �ith�. because at times 
in h�sf11�X' J::>uildi_ng. .. .�:' :t . : 
.;�. ;�uld be appropria.te tQ close the :j.n�1Qduct�on w,ith a sta.teme.nt 
" • • •  banishment frOP\ the loc�l educ�tiona.l . : . ' t\. • • 
sl:'st�;f� • • •  the ultimate pun.;i.shn\ent • ·.� }�nJife ::;entence to. seco�d 
rat� :-�i�izenship. 
111 
•j .  
(1) David K. Wiles, and Edward Rockoff, "Problems of ,Achievi.ng 
Reha.bilitation a.nd Punishment ;i.n Special School Environments," 
Journal of Law and Education, VolJ 7, No. 2 ,  April, 1978, p. 166-
Lee vs. �con County Board of F.c'iucation, 440 F� 2d 697 (5th 
Cir.,· 1974). 
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CHAPTER II 
THE MAJOR COMPONENTS 
OF 
IN-SCHOOL ALTERNATIVES TO SUSPENSION 
Designers of an in-school alternative to suspension should con-
sider the following major components: 
Criteria and Procedures for Referral 
The' in-school alternatives to suspension"should not be viewed 
,- i 
as a "cure all" or solution to every case of misbehavior by a student 
,_ 
or students, nor should it mean that the in-school alternative is the 
� · .. t i:-.. 
best response to each and every violation of misconduct in the school 
. . , 
rules and regulations, as outlined in either the board policy or student 
handbook. If the alternatives result in a student being removed from 
. .  , 
the classroom situation for an act of misconduct and if removal is made 
• 
. . �. . 
to seem an easy. process or a convenience, then the individual involved, 
teacher or administrator, may find it easy �o:relinquish their respon-
sibility for firm, effective and fair discipline in the classroom or 
school. The program coordinator, administrator, or teacher in charge 
• 1. .. ,.! 
must make it very clear to all, the circumstances under which a referral 
may be made and what the guidelines are for making a referral. These 
guidelines must be made known to everyone, students, parents, and 
teachers. It should also be made in writing. 
There should be one person and one person only who screens all the 
referrals for the in-school alternative. This person would be respon-
sible for determining if the referral would solve the root problem. 
There should be conferences with the student, parent, and the referring 
teacher to see that all facts are known. The individual reviewing the 
8 
referral will then have the power to assign the student, not assign 
the studerit, or suggest something other than the in-school alternatives. 
The individual in charge has a great responsibility in that he/she 
will be the determining factor as to how soon the student will return 
to the regular classroom setting. 
The referral should be accompanied by sufficient written documen-
tation which should describe the situation and justify the referral. 
Also, the referring teacher should include the alternatives used by 
him/her prior to referral and some suggestions as to how the root pro-
blem may be solved . 
The student or students involved must not be denied due process 
as outlined in the case of Goss v. Lopez. These rights are required 
by the high court for any student facing suspension. The due process 
\ 
rights are as follows: 
1 .  oral or wri�ten notice of the charges against him/ 
her, and a hearing; 
2. an opportunity to hear the evidence the authorities 
have, and an opportunity to respond if he/she denies 
the charges; and 
3. notice and hearing before the student is removed from 
the school. 2 
The State of Illinois outlines their due process procedures in two 
books, the Illinois School Code (Chapter 122-10-22.6, Suspension and 
Expulsion of Pupils) , and the Illinois Handbook on Students and Schools 
Rights and Responsibilities, page eight . 3 
(2) Robert E .  Draba, Karl v. Hert�, and Christ Christoff, "The Impact 
of the Goss Decision: A State Survey," Viewpoints, 52, 5, 
September, 1976, p. 1 .  
(3) Illinois School Code (Chapter 122-10-22 . 6, Suspension and Expulsion 
of Pupils), and the Illinois Handbook on Students and Schools Rights 
and Responsibilities, p. 8 .  
9 
Keeping within the bounds of the law with due process procedures is 
administratively, and legally good practice. This is simply a way of 
protecting the school as well as the personnel involved. 
'· . 
' ("' .. � 
; .. t 
: .. 
··.' . � 
, '.): ·. 
; l 
.. : •• j 
'-; . .  : ... . 
·; i·.. : 
;� ·:I 
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' 
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·l . ' 
' •  
' .. 
' L •• :. 
., . 
f ' r 
Length of Assignment 
When consideri.ng taki.ng a student from the regular classroom 
setting and confining him to the alternative program facility, then 
the i�sue of length of assignment is very important. In schools, a 
- 4 maximum time limit for pupil suspension is established by state statute • 
. . 
However, educators could, conceivably, circumvent the specific length 
of punishment by ini tiati.ng a series of short term suspensions (each 
less than m�ximum), if one of these solutions would be the avenue to 
• .  , . 5 take in getting.at the root problem. However, the guidelines might 
·l � . \-' .:�.-1.:11· . .,_: . . ·!: . �� '! ,• : . •  
state that no student would remain in the program for more than three 
.i i i � .L; .. . . . •.. , ,:.:· · ··}� .. : ;-: 
days without a review of the· progress he/she was making duri.ng this 
r (".::. � • ,;-. . !' ., • • I · .. "' 
three day period. There should never be a recommendation for extension 
,.., · '(.l'! ·r · , , ... 1 • 't� · 1 
without �itten··dOdum�ntat.ion expl�ining .. the ·rationale for the recommenda-
.. r: � ". i �� • ' .. . � . ·' 
tlon. The documentation should further include the activities, and 
services to be used duI"i.ng the extension as well as what is to be accom-
: . ... . . · . . .  
plished from the extension. The review should include a meeting with 
� . . •.. 
the referring teacher or administrator, the student and his/her parents, 
. 
.... .. !.; • · ' .. :n , 
and any concerned members of the staff. A student should not be in the 
. ! 
program for more than seven days without a full due process hearing. Any 
confinement in the alternative program that would be more than a state 
statute would allow for suspension would jeopardize the school district 
or administrator/teacher in charge of the program. 
(4) David K. Wiles and Edward Rockoff, "Problems of Achiev�ng Re­
habilitation and Punishment in Special School Enviroriments," 
Journal of Law and Education, Vol. 7, No. 2 ,  p. 170. 
(5) Ibid. 
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In-Sch ool Pr ogr am Facilities 
When a st udent i s  being pl aced in the altern ati ve pr ogram in 
a specific place for a speci fic amount of time, a l ot of c on siderati on 
should be gi ven t o  the l ocation of the facility . 
The facility can r an ge fr om a c on verted st orage are a  t o  a portable 
cl assr oom. One school e ven used the area which was form ally the n ur se 's 
office bec ause it was c onnected t o  the central office which made it very 
acce ssi ble for the ad mini strat or and teacher s. One of the main c oncerns 
is that it should be aw ay fr om the fl ow of traffic within the school .  
There are se ver al re ason s why the facility sh ould be set up in this 
manner. It gi ve s the st udents isolat i on fr om their peer s who are pass­
ing by and th ose students in the altern ati ve pr ogr a m  hope fully will 
develop a chan ge in att it ude which will give them back their soci al 
freedom. . . 
St udents in the alternative pr ogram should n ot be seen going t o  
and fr om the facility t o  avoid embarr assment .  They should have their 
l unch brought t o  them at n oon and be t aken t o  the re stroom at a time 
when there are n o  other pe ople in the h alls. Al so, it might be good 
t o  exclude them from e xtr a-curric ul ar activities that occ ur durin g 
or t oward the end of the day .  
The appe arance of the facility sh ould be somethin g stern or un ­
yielding. It sh ould n ot be dec or ated or h ave c ol orful bulletin boards 
as d o  the re gular cl assr ooms. Howe ver ,  there should be de sk s, or 
t able s, in the r oom. The st udent s sh ould h ave access t o  any ed uc at ional 
material s nece ssary for them t o  c omplete their assi gnments. Student s 
c ould ,  i f''special arr an gement s were made upon a cl assr oom teache r's: ·re quest 
12 
attend an important !���ure, lab, or film that could not be made 
6 
up. This would only be permitted if the student could not get full 
benefit of the class while in the facility, and only with a teacher . 
" I 
... 
. , 
I' • 
• 
·1 
"' ! I 
. \� r •. . . 
.: T.<. .  ' ". )LJ'.t. 
ti'· re· 
... . .  
·. - .. 
:. o I S  o 
(6) Barbara A. Martin, "The Slammer: An In-School Suspension 
Program," Education Digest, January, 1980 , pp. 37-38. 
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Staff Selection and Responsibilities 
This is probably the most important part of the development of 
the alternative program. Those individuals responsible for selecting 
the staff must not let the alternative program be a "dumping ground" 
for the undesirable teacher who may be on the list to be reassigned. 
The selection committee must be committed to selecting the most qua!-
ified individual with the greatest desire to work with the type of 
student that will be in the alternative progiam. That person being 
selected should be someone who: 
has the personality to work with ��udents:that have 
problems; 
• • : !. t J • 
has the pat�ence to work with students in the alter­· .. :}nt::.:.. native program; 
wants to work with the program; 
is willing to work with students of varied cultural 
• 
and ethnic backgrounds; 
is interested more in solving the root problem of the 
student than modifying his/her behavior patterns. 
The secondary consideration of the person for this position would be 
certification. It is very important for this person to be able to 
communicate with the students, to have strong diagnostic and instruct-
ional skills, to have a lot of energy and imagination, and to want to 
be involved in the program. An individual with a strong background 
in elementary education, and having the certification of a learning 
disabled teacher coupled with a certification in behavorially disordered 
would be the utopian type person. 
The selection process of the staff should involve a panel consist-
ing of administrators and teachers who care about and have had success 
with the type of student who will be in the alternative program. This 
14 
panel should make it very clear to all applicants for the position 
why the program is being started, the goals and objectives of the pro-
gram, what support they will receive from those individuals in charge 
(administrator or teachers), the authority the staf� will have, and an 
indication of how coIIlllitted the school system is to the program. 
The staff for the alternative program �ill �ave many and 
varied . responsibilities. Besides supervising the students, they will , . , . . . 
have .t? provide counseling opportunities .for,.� . .  s.�uden�s, and work 
to es.tablish good rapport with them. The st;��f• .wi:1:1 �lso)1av;e:,to' . . 
' 
assist the students wit� academic assignm�t�ri·���-�.aw�e �s well 
as sensitive to those with learning disabilities . The staff will. I -i, f. 
also have to be able to relate to the parents, and possibly make home 
visits if it �� warranted. In summatio�
-
' ,f.J1E\, s�aff. ��st be, very 
flexible. .·.·1..: 
·' .' ""\; t 
. ., .
. : . . 
: :�., ' . 
. -.ii ·� 
. �"� . 
... 
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Relation of Certificated Personnel to 
the Alternative Program 
�other important part of the in-school alternative program is 
how the teachers and administrators perceive it as well as how they 
relate to it. It is very important that these people understand the 
philosophy behind the program, why and for whom it has been created, 
and how it will work. Probably the best way of gaining the support 
of these people is to ask for their views, ideas, and suggestions 
. ,·:' ·.:n." ·. 
and try very hard to incorporate as many of their ideas and suggest-
ions as possible into the program. How well the program runs or 
:ii �l'.' ' 
operates will depend to a large degree on how well it is understood 
and supported by the. regular school staff • 
. )··· . ';u:'.1� 
Anytime tbQre·�s an alternative program which temporarily assigns •; �· . \:··1 ... .  °tl : 
students to a separate facility, this will necessitate the teacher 
. ·!'. 
bringing daily assignments to the alternative program staff for th� 
students involved. The teacher may make the assignment the same as 
other students or the assignment may be more intense or difficult. 
The classroom, and alternative program staff will have to work hand 
in hand in this area. 
The teachers, administrators,' and program staff may also have to 
work very closely as the program staff may need the assistance of the 
teachers and administrators in identifying, and correcting the root 
problem which caused the student's misbehavior. This can be a very 
time consuming, and touchy situation as the teacher or administrator 
may be the cause of the problem. The teachers and administrators 
must realize that the program staff has the full support of the district 
16 
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., .... , .. . 
. . 
, .·" 
officials, and that cooperation is expected. As part of the program, 
the school district should recognize the fact that they may have to 
provide some sort of inservice training or counseling for those people 
who are unwilling or unable to recognize they are part of the problem 
of causing the stimulating or .a.ggrevating of the student who misbehaves. 
It would be appropriate to insert at this time what has been 
initiated by the Springfield Massachusetts Public School System and 
the University of Massachusetts, concerning the inservicing of 
teachers.in this area. The Springfield Massachusetts Public School 
System and the University of Massachusetts are: looki.ng at disciipline 
problems from the point of view of the student: What characteristics 
. ' . 
in schools and teachers m�¥:.el.icit disruptive· be.hay.i,or? ''Re!:iearchers 
•• ('" • •  <f 
made a list of the basic moves of teachers 'and students in the classroom, 
t ,. l• • • •  • ' .... • • • • • ... " •• and the way that teachers anq studentls combined these moves in "chain'' 
reactions that resulted i•n a classroom disruption at· nea�ly "blinding 
speed. 
. I 
In other words, the way students and teachers react to each 
other may be causing behavior problems in.classrooms that result in 
school suspensions. Researchers have dev�sed a teach�r t�aining 
program that stresses these social relatid�ships and the Springfield 
School System will integrate this teacher training component into 
th . . . . 117 eir regularly scheduled inservice teacher activities. This merely 
gives the idea that the child who misbehaves is not always at fault. 
What do we do with the teacher who causes a student to misbehave, 
suspend them? In some cases, it would be an excellent idea. 
(7) Di�ne M. O'Brien, "In-School suspension: Is it the new way to 
PJt':\f_sh productively?", The American School Board Journal, 
�c� . . �976, pp. 36-37. 
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Parents and the Alternative Program 
It is very important for the staff of the alternative program to 
involve the parents of the students in the program. This may not be 
the most palitable situation in the beginning, but it can be very good 
for the alternative program . once you win the support ·of the parents. 
In an article written by Donald L .  Harvey and William G. Moosha con-
cerning the in-school suspension program at Bayside Junior High and 
Bayside High School, Virginia Beach, Virginia, it was stated that 
"the coordinator played a valuable part in fosteri.ng conununication be-
tween the school and the parent, and because he showed that the school 
was sincerely interested in helping the child, the school gained wide-
spread support of the parents of the suspended child. Without excep-
tion, every parent brought in for a conference with the assistant prin-
cipal, and the coordinator preferred the in-school suspension system 
8 to the out-of-school system." Parental contact must be made for the 
program to survive and it may require a home visit. The in-school 
suspension project at Northeast H_igh School Complex in Macon, Georgia, 
(this program was selected for th.ree convention level presentations 
during the year 1979) has in its guidelines that, "All students assigned 
to the ISSP receive a parent contact and/or home visit. The parent con-
tact is usually done by telephone for the student who is assigned to 
ISSP for the first time. Repeat clients and students whose family have 
no telephone or could not be contacted receive a home visit by the 
(8) Donald L. Harvey, Assistant Principal of Bayside Junior High 
School and William G • .Moosha, Assistant Principal of Bayside 
High· School, Yf:rginia Beach, Vi.rginia, "A Positive Al terna ti ve, 
In;.;School Suspension: Does it Work?" The NASSP Bulletin, 
January, 1977, p. 11. 
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ISSP staff. 119 It setems 'evident that there is no substitute for 
parental contact, and most especially face to face contact. This 
may be the most important component of the program. 
\I",<:: . . . 
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(9) Stephen E. Haussman, Director, In-School Suspension Project, 
Bibbs County Public Schools, Macon, Georgia, "Deinstitutionali­
zation of Status Offenders: An In-School Suspension Project," 
a pape�, presented at the Ann.ual:,Internationa.l Convention, The 
Coµncil t_or Exceptional Chil�en,: Dallas, Texas, April 22-27, 
197�,.$epsion T-10, p. a. v 
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Content of the In-School 
Alternative Program 
It is very important that students in the alternative program 
receive quality instruction, and that this instruction be given on a 
level that is appropriate for the student. 'Any tests, lab work, as 
well as regular classroom assignments should be available to the stu-
dent in the alternative program. Students should be permitted to leave 
the room to receive instruction for lab work, important lectures or 
. ,. 
films, but only when
.
it is absolutely necessary. 
� ., · ·,I , t .• 
The academic compo-
nent should be more rigorous, and all work turned in by the student 
should be of a.�l.ity as the student is capable of doing. 
'::: 4', 
A formal assessment of the student's achievement level, review of 
,.,,. . 
his/her past a�4delli.?-c hi�t�ry, and a diagn�sis of the student's learn-
ing problems should be .cc;mpleted as soon as possible after·entering the 
. � . '! . . 
alternative prqgram •. _ 
A plan to solve the student's learning problems should be devel-
oped, shared with, and explained to the student, his/her parents, and 
any concerned teachers. The plan should be carefully IOC>nitored. 
The alternative pr.ogram should also include a component which 
involves individual and/or group counseling. There could also be an 
involvement of peers in the counseling component as described by H. 
Dean Gray, and Judith A. T!lndall in their books entitled, "'An In-
Depth Look At Training Peer Helpers," and "Becoming An Effective Peer 
10 
Helper." 
(10) H. Dean Gray, and Judith A. Tindall, "'An In-Depth Look At 
Peer Helpers," and "Becoming 'An Effective Peer Helper," 
Accelerated Development, Inc., Muncie, Indiana, copyright 
1978. 
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The counseling approach used will depend upon how the in-
school alternative has been organized. There are approaches which may 
include behavior modification , reality therapy, and values clarifi-
cation. The �el ��e� should be consistent with the goals which have 
been set for the p�ogram. A counseling model should not be used which 
would ma,nipul�te a student or which would go on . the ass'l;llllption that 
only the studen�s behavior needs to be modified. Any approach which 
would tend to hide or possibly misidentify the r��t .;>ro�lem should 
defin����y be avoided . The purpose of the alternative program should 
•. l\ � ' }  • • .. .  • # ' 
be: l ' • 
(1) 
(2) 
(3) 
.. .. . . . .. .. . '-"' '· ·-" . 
to get the student involved in helping to identify 
and assume part of the responsibility for solving 
the root problem, . : :. ·' 1 • 1 .. _,..J..,t-: ., : •• r. .. · : 
to help the st�dent in lookiq.9. at the . �ea�on� .�or ... 
his/her misbehavior, 
. : . .  �} j' ,. . . : ·: J. i t • :· ' � � •• 
to get the student to accept' the responsibility 
• 
for, and learn how. to mana9� his/her ipe���tor �s 
well as how to cope in a responsible way with the 
behav;or of others. 1: 4. ". ; ; • � . · :  
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Support Services 
for the 
Alternative Programs 
The in-s?��ol alternative program must have a�cess to the school 
system' s  support services. A lot of thought must � given to how 
psychologists, special education consultants, and counselors will ' 
relate to the alternative program staff in order to assist them in • j_,1 ·? .. > f • 
working with the students. Tl'�ought should_ �ls.� �� • . <J.ive:n . as . �ow �o 
establish contact with, and involve such_ . ��mm��ty_.�gep9�e� �s, legal 
aid offices, children and family servicesf c e��a� . p�al:th ��nt._��� , and 
churches. . • . . • .. , , ' � . .  •. • • .. .. . . ,/!.: r 
All support personn�l must understan§ pi�. pu�pq_s..f?. �- .�ethod 
of operation of the alternative program� ·'i�eY .. s�ou;J.,d.,: be .���e: �f 
what is expected of them and meet regula;-�.Y,, w�tj'l . �p� .�l������ive pro-
• 
gram staff. The alternative program staff should develop a good per-
sonal working relationship with the support personnel in order to have 
their cooperation and understanding when they are asked to · become 
involved with a particular student. The alternative program staff 
should serve as a supporter of the student to see that the support per-
sonnel give prompt and quality sefVice to the student. At no time should 
a student be totally "turned over" to support personnel. 
22 
Follow-Up 
After a student is released from the alternative program, there 
should be a follow-up program to determine how he/she progresses in 
the regular classroom situation. A very important . . �ea of the follow-
up should be to determi�e h�w successful the alternative program was in 
. • t. • ( .. 
solving the root problem which caused the student' s  behav�o� diffi-
.. • • ' t .. � I 
culty. One way of getting a daily report would pe .�o d�vise a form 
.• , I ' i • 
for each of the s1:ud�!1t '  s teachers to fill, ·��f',.-.c?P�J!?.�n? .. ��� he/she 
had done in. their par:ticular class t��t qa!·,. :1 .�e /pp. C:��.f::d f.f4.>f. ;, .... s :  
given to the school_ ��nistrator or_ alterM1!��� .�fa;f!.:�a_\,_�ELfnA1-
of the day for review. At this point, if the student needed further 
assistance in �Y w��, the assistance co� ���i�. J8ffie:"-�t\lri� 
It may be a ���: i�e.�. ='-to have foliow�f'o#s�ifl[.¥ya���r 
for those who ne�d it. The· follow-up sess}o� ·sh��idcb��.cava'ff�le at 
anytime it is needed. 
•. ' 
.. .. 
. .  . 
,., . : 
• 
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Funding 
Funding for an in-s chool alternative depends largely on the 
school administrator and how he involves his present available services 
and staff, as well as how many students may be involved in the pro-
gram. One should not assume that an in-school alternative program 
cannot be implemented without additional funding. Before such a 
conclusion is reached, school officials should think carefully about 
what sort of arrangements could be made using available staff. 
If additional resources are required, there are a number of pos-
sible sources for funds. Some examples of f\inding received by in-
school alternative programs are: 
(1) The Bibbs County Public Schools of Macon, Georgia 
has received funding from the Law Enforcement 
Assistance Administration (LEAA) since 1975. These 
grants were awarded under the Qnnibus Crime Con­
trol and Satfe Streets Acts .11 · . ., 
( 2 )  The Virginia Beach, Virginia, Public School System, 
has received funding from the_' Virgin�a State Depart-
ment of Education for two se�ondary s chools - 12 Bayside Junior High School and Bayside High School .  
In those s chool districts where s chool . districts and superintend-
ents are thought to be sympathetic to the goals of the in-school 
alternative program, they should b� asked to provide local funds to 
(11) Stephen E. Haussman, Director, In-School Suspension Project, 
Bibbs County Public Schools, Macon, Georgia, "Deinstitutionali­
zation of Status Offenders : An In-School Suspension Proj ect , "  
a paper presented at the Annual International Convention, 
The Coun cil for Exceptional Children, Dallas, Texas, April 
22-27, 1979, Session T-10, pp. 2- 3. 
(12) Donald L. Harvey, Assistant Principal of Bayside Junior High 
School and William G. Moosha, Assistant Principal of Bayside 
High School, Virginia Beach, Virginia, "A Positive Alternative, 
In-School Suspension : Does It Work? "  The NASSP Bulletin, 
January! .1977, p. J.5 . 
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support the program. The · Emergency School Aid Act can provide funds 
to eligible districts for many services, and personnel if the distircts 
meet the requirements of the program. Title rv-c of the Elementary 
and Secondary Education Act can also provide funds. Some of the staff 
� .. 
for the alternative program may be funded through 
.. .  
�e
. 
comprehensive 
Employment and Training Act. 
 ' 
Funds may also be provided through the 
. .... ' 
•"'\ "�' 
. . 
Juvenile Justice and Delinquency Prevention Act. 
• 
• • 1 
. .  
. .  J 
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Monitoring and Evaluating 
the Alternative Program. 
The in-school alternative program should be carefully monitored 
and evaluated throughout the school year to deteX11line if it is achiev-
ing its intended purposes. Some questions that ma.y p.rovide assist-
ance in determin�ng the success of the p�ogram �ight be are; 
1 .  Has the program actually resulted in a s.ignificant 
reduction in the number of out-of-school suspensions? 
2 .  What does data concerning referrals and ass.ignments 
to the alternative program reveal? 
3 .  Have students involved in the alternative pX09.ram 
significantly increased their acadelilic, �ocial, �d 
attendance success as a result of hav�ng participated 
in the program? 
4. Has the alternative program resulted in students de� 
veloping greater self-discipline? 
5 .  Has the alternative program resulted in JJX>.re parents 
• 
being involved in the disciplin�_ process? 
•• ' t 1 1  
6 .  Has the alternative program served a broad r�ge of 
students who have violated school· rules and �egulatiQns1 
rather than served only one group identified as "the· · 
discipline problem?" 
7.  Has the alternative program served only those students 
most in need or has it been excessively used as a dis­
ciplinary response? 
The monitoring and evaluation of the alternative program should 
involve the program staff, classroom teachers, and administrators � 
The report should include the kind of data indicated in the above 
questions, with case histories, and cQJIIDlents from school personnel, 
students, and parents. An interim report should be prepared after each 
semester. A more extensive report should be prepared at the end of 
the school year and be presented to the board of education. 
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The positive alternative tQ out-of-school suspension at 
Cerro Gordo High School ��11 be in-$.chool SU$.pensiQn. 
The main rational� for the initiation of an in-school alterna-
tive program at Cerro Go�do ��gh School is to try to decrease the 
number of truancies, tardies, �se�ces, �� disciplinaJ:"y difficulties 
arising in the school withQut the . freque�� u�� of out-qf-�chool 
suspension. 
It is not possible for the wi;-iter to �nclude all of the eleven 
I ·� .> <:. :' t .  
components , as described in Chapter I I  of .the wx-iter' s  field study, 
due to a lack of personnel and fun�i.ng: . :r�e · wr� t�;- wi��' �x:ic;i.u�� nine 
• • ' • / , , · �t I:.:\ • ,, •  t'f · , " •!H\ 4 ' ,  
components for the Ce�ro Gordo Prograll\. . : ' . . .:"�: .. ,., � .... ..: '•' : : ': ? ... , .. . � c. � • r 
the two main figures in the p:r;-_ogram, �n� w�?,-1 'haye
�
� .. �r�� tog�ti;er 
. .  . . . . , 4 jf, ,  •'" ;: .. • t ;t  . .L\ , l:..: � - ·  - ·  
very closely for the program to be effective as welf as survive • . .; .. ;' �� :· E .t :•'· • ., l.  i • ... : , , .  r t 
The h.igh school princip�l will be th�- p�·�f.� ��f1�n�f?r • . . 
; ' 
. ,  .. 
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�eferral 
Referrals for students. to be in the program Jnay be made by the 
superintendent, the principal, a faculty member, or the guidance 
counselor. Since the principal will be the pr.og:r:ain coordinator, 
all referrals will be screened by him. The decision as to whether 
or when the student enters the program, and when the student is 
released will be the total responsibility of the p�ogram coordinator. 
The program coordinator will be directly responsible to the 
superintendent. 
The faculty will use every alternative at their disposal to 
correct a case of misbehavior in their classroom. The rationale for 
this is to see that the faculty member fulfills his/her responsibility 
of correcting a case of misbehavior in his/her classroom initially 
so that the in-school alternative to suspension will not be a 
• 
"dumping ground" and that each faculty member "pulls his/her weight" 
in the area of classroom management. The program coordinator will make 
this very clear so he does not become the only individual that 
corrects misbehavior in the school. 
The faculty member will make the referral in writing to the program 
coordinator. The referral will in�lude: 
1 .  The name of the student. 
2 .  Grade in school. 
3. Type of misbehavior that occurred and the 
reason, if known. 
4 .  Date and time of  the incident. 
5. What measures the faculty member has taken to 
correct previous cases of misbehavior. 
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6 .  Any reconunendations the faculty member may 
have concerning the student and his/her 
misbehavior. 
The faculty member will use the form displayed in appendix B 
of the writer ' s  field study. 
: ' 
Each student brought to the program coordinator will receive 
due process verbally, and in writing. 
�· ' 
, . . 
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Length of Assignment 
The length of assignment in the alternative program will depend 
upon the severity of the misbehavior , and the length of time it takes 
to solve the problem of the student. The length of assignment will 
not be longer than what has been established by state statute and 
will be administratively and legally correct. 
The length of assignment may range from one period for one day 
all the way to the limit permitted by the state. If the student is 
going to be in the alternative program for . �r.e ;than three days,: : his/ 
her case will be reviewed at the end of the : tbird day to determine · 
progress or lack of it. If there is need · for an extension of ti.Dle, 
the faculty member making the referral and :the parents will be contacted . 
If an extension of time is made , the pro�am · coordinator will coinplete 
an Alternative Program Extension Form explaini.ng why the student ' s  
• 
time has been extended . The Alternative · P�o9ram Extension Form will 
be found in Appendix c of the writer ' s  field experience .  I f  a student 
has had several extensions while being · in · ;the alternative program, the 
use of corporal punishment would be considered as a last resort to 
correcting the misbehavior difficulty before out-of-school suspension 
would be considered. Out-of-schood. suspension would be a last resort. 
In the case of corporal punishment all1 legal guidelines, and the 
possible wishes of parents would be considered before the administering 
of corporal punishment. In the case of corpora l  punishment , the 
parents would receive written notification concerning the incident • 
. ., 
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Facilities 
The in-school program facility is located on the second floor 
of the high school. There are two doors, one opening into the 
hallway and one opening into the high school principal's office. 
The door which opens into the hallway will remain closed unless it 
is opened by the program coordinator. The hallway door is equipped 
with an electric control button which is placed between the door and 
door facing. The wiring from the control button goes to a doorbell 
. , . .. ·• .. ... 
located in the general office area. The doorbell rings when a very 
.. · t :.a ; · . 
small amount of pressure is released off the electric control button. 
• •  • •• ··;.. :.· ,• '· ·  t, t 1' { : l .. ' . r �T -
The control button may be turned on and off in the general office area. 
• ..=: :.. • 1.�'i.: :. • • • • .. . � . 
The main rationale for the control button is to determine if any 
• • . .  J ; • •:.:, '. '.? ··� • , 
student is trying to leave or enter the facility without permission 
when the door that opens into the principal' s  office is closed. This 
• 
had to be put into effect as there is not 1a faculty member in the room 
for instructional or supervision purposes . 
Students in the program will be taken to the restroom twice a day, 
once in the morning and once after lunch. The program coordinator 
will take the boys to the restroom and the high school secretary will 
take the girls. The students ' · 1un�h· will. be brought ;to··them 'by 
student helpers in the cafeteria so there will not be a need for the 
students in the alternative program to leave the room for lunch. 
Students in the alternative program will not be permitted to attend 
assemblies, pep rallies, or any other extra curricular function which 
might occur during the regular school day. A student will not be 
permitted to ask questions unless their hand is raised, and the student 
is recognized by the program coordinator. The only conversation 
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permitted by the student will be between hini.ther, and .the prog�arn 
coordinator, guidance counselor, teacher,  and high school secretary. 
social conver�ation will not be permitted. 
The room has been painted a mint green. An� pastel color should 
help to produce a calming effect on a student after being in the room . . -,.: ... . . 
for a period of time. 
and one s�ll table. 
The room has been equipped with student desks , . . . ,. 
If a need arises for library materials, the 
. . ' ,., . : 
high school secretary will secure them for the student (s)  from the . . '" :, ,, t . •. • . 
library. A student .wi;Ll be .. allowed to l��v;�� .• ��nr�1.tg� a. ,lab 'Foor 
a lecture that is impor�ant in a particular subject. The (aculty member ' , ' • ·�.:11 11 idf•, ! ::l ;;J: ''' . .'\ • 
wishi.ng to have a s�
.
udent in class must <?�11J�'1··�ch��. :·�ft;r\�at�ve pro­
gram coordinator to �.��k permiss�on to �� n.1�fe, :����_f1
e�
.,.
t,
, . 
and the faculty 
member must return 
.
�11? student to the f��M:�-i¥ ... \�: ������: 
• 
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Building Faculty and the 
Alternative Program 
It is very important· for the faculty to understand why the 
alternative program''Was initiated. There has been in-service time 
set aside to work with ·the· faculty to help develop a complete 
understanding of the ··pro<jram, to become aware of the proper 
procedure for �sing .the program, and how not ·to abuse the program. 
The first in-service will be held at the first teachers workshop 
for the :new school yE!ar' • .  ' ··-I'here may be a need for changes in ·the' · 
program during the\:oo\Jrse :of the year, and the ··ideas as well as 
suggestions by faculty members concerning the program will be 
given much consideration. Having the faculty actually becoming 
involved with the program will have a tendency to create support and 
proper usage. 
• 
Due to a lack of funding, this program cannot afford an alter­
native program faculty member. This stituation will necessitate the 
faculty bringing daily assignments to the students in the alternative 
program during their planning period. Those faculty members bring-
ing assignments to students in the alternative program will be 
given the freedom to make assignmepts as difficult as the student 
is capable of completing, but no assignment will be of lesser 
quality than what is assigned in the regular classroom setting. 
Students in the program must complete all assignments, and to the 
satisfaction of the faculty involved. Those students who do not 
perform or complete assignments may have their time extended in the 
alternative program, but never longer than would be legally permissable .  
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However ,  a number of short teJ;tn su&pensions might be in order if there 
was a need to exceed the ma.xi,mum number ot" di!,y� "ccording to $tate 
statute. The program coordinator will periodic�lly check the 
quality of assignment� bej,.ng. g;i,ven to, and CQJl\Pleted by, -tthe ·,;students 
in the alternative program. Conferences would be �n o:r:�er for those 
.. 
faculty not giving quality aas.ignments, and ·th9ia� student� .not satis-
factorily completing assignments. Those student� wh9 Ju\b�tually do 
not satisfactorily complete assignments w;i.ll· pe �eciuire� �o h�ve � 
their parents to dec;i,de the proper action ��� · taken tQ solve the 
problem. 
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Parent lnvolvement with the 
�lternative Program 
The program coordinator and faculty involved with students in the 
alternative progr� �ill .. make parent involvement a priority of the 
\ 
program. If the parents are communicated with , preferably face to 
. .. r·, ·-; . ·' '  . face, and are given an explanation of the program, with emphasis on 
the positive aspects, there can be a lot of positive support given that 
the program �ill most '
.
definitely need. Communication with the parent (s)  
.. .: · � .. !';.:. · • . r ... \' ., �: t t �j • ·; • can also do away with the negative rumors that may c�rculate within 
· . . 
�
·· '1 " ') "' " 
.·• 
the school and col!Dllu'nity concerning the Px'.o<iram • 
• · ,�: r2 , ... J'� .;.. · , 
For those students who have previously been in the program, a 
home visit by ·th·�;i�idance ·counselor and/oi 'tli e prog�am coordinator or 
county truant off
.
rc��:.:�ill be made. Every �ffort will be made to ' keep 
the student (s) .i�·"�cii�L ·' 
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Counseling and Student Assessment 
for the 
Alternative Program 
It will be the
. �esponsibility 
of the guidance counselor to see 
that an assessment of the student' s  achievement level in the areas 
l 
of mathematics and reading is made. The guidance counselor will relay 
. � 
. 
. . 
the assessment' of . the student to the program coordinator . The program 
coordinator will review the recommendations of the guidance counselor 
with the
. 
mathematics 
. . and Title I reading·: teacher. Arrangements will 
:· • ·. i ;, .... . be made for assisb\rice' to the student if there is a need. 
The guidance counselor will use �th individual an� group coun-. .. .. ' -;.t",;, :. : .  
seling with students in the alternative pr_ogram. Those students in 
.' • ' , : I t \JJ.. 
need of supportive services outside the school system will receive 
:' � . . "'l t  ,.l :· . -:. . . . . 'i, � 
them after parental contact has been mad e ,  and consent has been given 
. .. .. . ,,  
by the parent ��). -
, 
Support Services for the 
Alternative Program 
The in-school alternative program has acc.eslll to and will use 
the following support se�ices -
1 .  Macon/Piatt County Special Education District . , ..  . 
2 .  Douglas/Piatt County Education Servi�� 1Reg�on 
Office 
3 .  Center for Child Abuse 
4 .  
. r - :-.> " . : . · : -·: . 
Piatt county Mental Health Center · ·' · 
5 .  Illinois State DepartII\ent o� 
·
c�}id ·�'anJ'T-t'�{i�· · · i :  
Services 
7 .  Psychologist (Jacklyn Abbott) 
... t, :  
The above support services will be used �n addition to the 
services provided by the high school • 
• 
The program coordinator will contact all of the support services, 
and explain how the alternative program operates, its purpose, as 
well as what is expec;ted of them when worki.ng with �tudents in the 
alternative program. The support services will keep the program 
coordinator and guidance counselor informed of the progress, or lack 
of progress, of any student (s) they, may be working with. 
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Follow-Up 
After a student is released from the alternative program there 
will be a follow-up program to determine the students progress , or 
lack of progress, in the regular classroom setting . An Alternative 
Program Follow-Up Form, found in Appendix D of the writer ' s  field 
\ . ) ... . study, will be used by each faculty member . to determine how the student 
has done that particular day. This type of repoit will continue as 
long as ' the alternative program coordinatoi sees · q  heea.: · 
The 'guidanc'e '" counselor will be availabie.=-by :..apP<>iritment fcfr ·�·: 
those students who have been in the alternative· !'Pr.O<feasni"" and·:hav� ci :  ·. 
need for · a folloW-up · session 'With the guidctncg•icJunseiot�"h. 
. . . 
... ' . . . ..... . 
. ' r. 
1: ..... 
• 
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Monitoring and Evaluating the 
Alternative Program 
The alternative program will be monitored on a continual basis by 
the program coordinator and the guidance counselor. Pertinent data 
concerning the program will be shared with the faculty on a regular 
basis to keep them informed of the progress, or lack of progress, being 
made with students in or having been in the alternative program. 
The areas of violation by students, the number of students in. and:. 
returnin� to the prog�am, the types of· students be�ng served by the 
program, the number of referrals, and the use of support services are 
all items that may be discussed by all individuals involved with the 
alternative program. 
> ;. :] '. •• • ..... • ·�! r. l 
There will be a report given to thetboard .of education at the . 
regular monthly board �eeting following the close of each nine week 
• f • . t 
quarter, and at the end of each semester. � final report will be 
given to the board of education at the �egular monthly meeting in 
June of each year. 
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CGHS BEHAVIOR CODE 
TRUANCY AND EXCESSIVE ABSENCES 
1 .  First Time 
a. In-school suspension equal to the amount of 
time truant 
b. Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
c .  Program coordinator/student conference 
d. Follow-up report to be filed with the program 
coord!nator for two days 
e. Parent notification 
1 .  Mail . · .  
2. Telephone 
· '· ' ? - .  l.:·:: .c. n  .. 'l ? -:.�, J .;. � · _;;: -� ..;, s: :�  c ,.1.1:-; · . 
2 .  Second Time 
...... : J J ;:.'i ). · ·i ��t :. : !. : . r :  ·�·f· .· ,:..·f�"' 
a. In-school .suspenJion. -at :the disgreti6m�of. � 
the program coordinator, but no less than 
b. 
c. 
d .  
e. 
one d¥lY . ::.1.;: ,  =-: • .:. r. :. : . .  ' - ·. . .-1 1 : 1 · · ::h•? 
{ '.  ' '.. • �:· ··! l �"'!;' • : • . ::·�\ '".':;,r, ," I� � l a \  •.:: I 
Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
. . 
. .  ·.. \ : ;; ·:.:1 t • ·  
Program coordinator/student conference 
Follow�up report to be filed with the program 
coordinator for three days 
Parent notification 
1. Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
f .  Parent conference may ·�e required 
3 .  Third Time 
a. In-school suspension at the 'dis�i::et.iOn : of ., 
the program coordinator, but no less than 
three days 
b. Verbal warni_ng and explanation of rules 
c .  Program coordinator/guidance counselor/ 
parent/student conference 
4 2  
d .  Follow-up report to be filed with the 
program coordinator for four days 
e. Parent notification 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
students who accumulate truancies or abs�e�rs ·�� _"seven or more 
' ' 
days will be referred to the Piatt County Probation Department for a 
home visit. 
f .. :: � ··��-: 
The Piatt County Probation Department will make referrals 
to the Sixth Judicial Circuit Court if there is � -:)ust need. 
ALCOHOL OR PROHIBITED DRUGS ON SCHOOL PROPERTY 
1 .  First Time 
a.  Notification of police 
b.  Verbal warning and explanat��n .9f ; �1S� � ��· 
.. · t.f. �: : . ; '1: ,  1,"J,1 .. �V j \:�:::. 
c .  Pr.ogram coordinator/guida�c� �?':111��l��l �t:tl'��:� 
parent/student conference ' .. . • ,: , ' '  . .. c.&. •· 1' :•I': \ J 1i o. ,.. .. \ <,h l· ,,, I ,.,, . 
d.  Disciplinary action taken will be at the 
discretion of the pr.ogram ??8Fdi�a���·�t. 
e .  Parent notification 
1 .  Mail 
2 . Telephone 
2 .  Second Time 
a.  Notification of police 
b. Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
c .  Program coordinator/g�idance counselor/ 
parent/student conference 
d .  Recommendation to parent to use a support 
service out�ide of the school sy$tem 
e. Disciplinary action will be at the discretion 
of the program coordina��r 
f .  Parent notification 
1. Mail 
2 .  Telephone . · ' 
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EXCESSIVE TARDINESS 
1 .  First Time 
a .  In-school suspension for that per�s>d 9r the 
remainder of the .period. If the Jaj.sbe� 
havior occurs toward the end of th� p�rlod 
the student will have in-school ��§�en�ion 
for that period the following day�· · �  ·
· 
• _ t ,  ! ,, I � 
b. Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
c .  Program coordinator/student conference 
d .  Parent notification 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
2. Second Time 
.,, (c-. • 
a .  In-school suspension for that period o� the 
remainder of the period. If the misbehav�o� 
occurs toward the end of the pe��od the �tudent 
will ,have in-school suspension �o� that period 
the followi.ng day 
b. Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
• 
. ·. ,. . � 
c .  Program coordinator/student c�nference 
d .  Parent notification . : ., • . . ".)-� 
.· : -.1.:.-:1. 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
. . . . .. l ) ' 
3 .  Third Time 
a .  In-school suspension for that period for 
three days 
b. Verbal warni.ng and expla�c;�ion of rules 
c .  Student refer�ed to guid��ce counselor 
4.- Parent notified by ma�l ��at if the incident 
reoccurs, the student' inay-··be removed from 
1 d · d 1 tter grade of ''F . "  c ass an ass�gne a e . .  
·' 
4 .  Fourth Time 
a:. Student assigned a l�
·�ter grade of "F" and 
removed from class for the remainder of the t 
semester 
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b. Parents notified by 
l .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
c. Student assigned to a study hall or in-school 
suspension for the remainder of the semester 
d .  Possibility of out-of-school suspension if the 
student causes a difficulty in study hall or 
in-school suspension 
PROFANE LANGUAGE OR GESTURES 
l .  First Time 
a.  In-school suspension for one day 
b .  verbal warning and explanation of rules 
c .  Program coordinator/student conference 
•.i> . .  t: <.:on.' '•t ·•· 'll. • 
d. Parent notification 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
2 .  Second Time 
) :· 
a. In-school suspension for three days 
• 11.· t:hre• -c.t�)'� 
b .  Verbal warni.ng and explanation of rules 
• . ) · , . -:t.;1..:-·n $-: r"' .:.� 
c. Referral to guidance counselor 
d. Parent no�ification 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
3 .  Third Time 
. .  � .  :.::.nee •' : . • .  :ri.�1:. · ·· 
a. In-school suspension o r . out-of-school 
suspension at the discretion of the 
program coordinator , · 
b. Verbal warning and explanation. of rules 
c. Program coordinator/guidance counselor/ 
parent conference 
d .  Parent notification by mail 
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USE OF TOBACCO (Chewing or smoking) 
1. First Time .. 
a. In-school··suspension for one day 
b. Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
c .  Program coordinator/student conference 
d .  Parent notification 
l .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
- ·, 
2. Second Time . \ 
a. In-school suspension fo� two days 
... 
. ·. 
b. Verbal warning and expl�nation of rules 
c .  Prog�C\lt\ coordinatQr/student conference 
d.  Parent notif�cation 
l. 
2. 
Mail 
Telephone 
., l ,i,;;1!" 
3 .  Third Time • 
.:� .') 
a. In-school su�pension fo� t�e'e daya 
b. Verbal warning and explanation of x-ules 
c .  Program coordinator/guidance counselor-/ 
student conference 
d .  Parent notification . ..  �· 
l. Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
Any violation of smoking after the thJ�d time may carry the 
maximum amount of days of in-schQQl suspension as well as a 
warning, a parent conference, and parent notification by mail and 
telephone. 
FIGH.TING 
. 1. First Time 
a. In-school suspension for two days. 
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b. Verbal ' warning and explanation of rules 
c .  Program coordinator/student conference 
. � 
d .  Parent notification 
1. Mail 
2. Telephone ·· · 
2 .  Second Time � �· ! . 
a. In-school suspension for four days 
b. Verbal warni.ng and explanation of rules 
c. Program coordinator/guidance counselor/ 
student/parent./ donf erence � ac �··' · � . . • '· � • ! . · ;  . 
d. Parent notification 
1. ·Mail 
2. Telephone 
· · '.::�,,.t. i-c- :: j .,J, i :  1.�;;s !..r.;: 
Any violation of fighting a.fteJ:> · filiet'\f���iae� --r�iiult in 
: ::- :.  -:a�;·� tJ,* t:u.l "'"� � '11: 
any of the following - . l. :\:\'� ):-p-.<J, �'v.)J. 
. . ' 
· '.� 1: c!, o�•lt1f'l �ti'•)' · 
1 .  Out-of-school suspensiQn {max��wn) 
• 
2 .  Expulsion 
3 .  School Board hear�ng 
VERBAL DISRESPECT OR NA.ME CALLING 
1 .  First Time 
· i ,  . .  c-.t.1on 
a.  In-school suspension for two days 
b.  Program coordinator/stµdent/p�rent conference 
c. Verbal warning and explan�tion of rules 
d. Parent notification 
1. Mail 
2. Telephone 
' . .  , : .:; •  .. ... , . 
Any violation of verbal disrespect or n�e calli.ng after the 
first time will result in out-of-school suspension with parent 
conference required. 
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DESTRUCTION OF PERSONAL OR SCHOOL PROPERTY (Vandalism) 
a.  In-school or out-of-school suspension 
at the disc�eti?� of the program coordinator 
b.  Verba,l wa�n�.�g �d explanation of rules 
c .  Program coordinator/student conference 
d .  Parent notifica,tion 
1. Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
: '  
In addition to the abqye , . the �tudent, vill pay for the damages 
and/or be responsible to cle�� or repair :.�P,Y .�tell\; 9�ged. 
ANNOYING BEHAVlOR 
1. First Time 
a.  In-school suspension for tha,t periQd unless the 
misbehavior occurs towa,rd the end Qf the period. 
If the misbeha,vior occurs toward the end of the 
period, the $tude�t wil� .. h�Y1�h�-�ch�� �u�€�?'.'.'.. � 
sion for that per�od the fotl'.ow�ngpd�y 
b. Verba,! warning and explan�tl�ii:�6£1 :fiil����. ,.. ,.H .. -.:, 
• 
c .  
· .  � '· r�· t· _.,. ,. -;.J " 'l.4h .� ,.,<; ... � �� • ! '-
P�ogram coordina,tor/student conference 
d. Parent notification 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
2 .  Second Time 1 ,  · :  •.• 
a .  In-school suspension for three days ���t period 
b. Verbal warni_ng and explanatio�. of rul�s 
c .  Program coordinator/teacher/student conference 
d .  Parent notification 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
3 .  Third Time 
a.  In-school suspension for. four days that period 
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b. verbal wa,rni,ng a,nd expla,nation of rules 
c. Program coo�d�nator/teacher/student/ 
parent confe�ence 
d .  Parent n·otffica ti:on 
l .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
DISRUPTIVE AND UNCOOPERATIVE BEHAVIOR 
1 .  �irst Time 
a .  In-school suspension for one day 
. ( .\ . 
b. Verb�l warning and explana�iQn of rules 
c .  Program coordinator/student conference 
d .  Parent notification 
1. Mail 
2. Telephone 
.: 
,... t ,.  • 
After the first violation, and dependent upon the seriousness of 
the offense, the program coordinator· will ;,'tise '·his l�fscretion. There 
• 
will be parent notification by mail and
'
tel'epSon�:e A parent conference 
may be required. 
LOITERING 
l. First Time 
a. In-school suspension for one day 
b. Verbal warning and explana�ion of rules 
c. Program coordinator/student conference 
d .  Parent notification 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
2 .  Second Time 
a. In-school suspension fo� two days 
b. Verbal warning and exf)fanation of rules 
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I 
c .  Program coordinator/student conference 
d .  Parent notification 
1. Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
3 .  Third Time 
a. In-school or out-of-school suspension at the 
discretion of the program coordinator 
.• : .. . .. 
b. Verbal warning and explanation of rule$ 
c .  Program coordinator/parent/student conference 
d .  Parent notification 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone. 
INSUBORDINATION 
1 .  First Tin\e 
. .  � �  . . .. 1 . • f ; · · :  • . ...  ) 
a.  In-school suspension fo�· onerd�y : · �  
: ''1' 
" b. Verbal wa;rn,i.,ng and explanati,dp :lofi>�les . ' • 
c .  Program coord�n�tor/student confei;ence 
d .  Parent notification 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
2 .  Second Time 
a.  In-school suspension for t)lree days 
, . . ! .: ... 
b. Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
c .  Program coordinator/parent/student conference 
., 
d .  Parent notific�tion 
• 1.:1 . I 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
3 .  Third Time 
a. In-school or out-of-school suspension at the 
discretion of the pro9ram coordinator 
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b. Verbal warning and expla,na,ti.on Qf J."Ules 
c .  
d. 
Program coordinator/pare�t/stuqe�t .��i(�enc� 
Parent notificatiQn 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
PHYSICAL ASSAULT TO A STAFF MEMBER 
According to Cerro Gordo Conununity u'nit :.District #100 Board Policy 
#513. 20-c, a staff member does have the right to ·u·s"�· phys;i.cal foX'ce 
I :  ' 
when it is essential for self defense. J\ny student phys�cally 
assaulting a staff member may ·receive any or all of the follo�g -
1. Out-of-school .suspens�on {maximum) 
2 .  Expulsion 
3 .  School Board. hea,ri.ng 
4 .  Verbal warni.ng and explanation qf l;'ules 
5 .  Program coordinator/a.ta.ff� mell\bery'p�r:ent/' . 
.. student conference 
6 .  Parent notification 
A. Mail 
B. Telephone 
THEFT 
1 .  First Time 
a .  Out-of-school suspen�ion pend�ng parent 
conference. Punishment will be at the 
discretion of the program cool;'dinator 
b. Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
c .  Return or pay for property 
d .  Program coordinator/student conference 
. e .  Pa.rent notification 
: · 1. Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
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2 .  Second Time 
The same policy �� used for the first offense will 
be used for the second offense. 
GAMBLING 
l .  First Time 
a .  In-school suspension for one day 
b .  Verbal warning and explanat�o� ·of r�les 
c. Program coordinator/student .conference . . .: .:· . . t:.' : 
d. Parent notificat�on 
1. Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
2 .  Second Tirne 
a. In-school suspension for two days 
b. Verbal warni_ng and explanation of x-ule� 
c .  Program coordinator/te�bh�r)tfild�rif �anference . . ..:. '�· \ ...  
d .  Parent notification 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
·:·r. ;3 .  . Third Time . . .. .  
a .  Punishment for the third violation will be 
at the discretion of the pr_ogram coordinator 
b. Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
c .  Program coordinator/teacher/parent/student 
conference 
d. �arent notification 
l .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
CARELESS AND IMPRUDENT DRIVING 
l. First Time 
a. Revocation of driving privileges as designated 
by the program coordinator 
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b. Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
c .  PrQgraJTI c90rdinator/student conference 
d .  Parent notification 
1. MAi.l 
2 .  Telephone 
2 .  Second Time 
a .  Punishment at  tpe discretion of the progra,m 
coordinator 
b. Verbal wa,;ni.n<J .a.rid explanation of rules 
c .  PrograII\ coor�:i,na.tor/parent/e��dent.· . .  ;,.. -
conference 
d.  Parent notification 
1. Mail 
2 .  Tel�phone 
. . .  
3. Third Time 
a .  Revocation of  d,:iving pr�v��ege fo� the 
remainder of. the .schoo]:����·::1 ·.'� . ,·. c '' :· 
b. Parent notification 
1. Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
-- .t • : 1 �  at'l./'!t ion. c-f r'' '  
ILLEGJU, WEAPONS 
i '.(, . 
a. Notification of police 
b.  Verbal warning and explanation of rule� 
c .  Program coordina.tor/gu�d�ce counselor/ 
parent/student conference 
d.  Punishment will be at the disc�etion 9f 
the p�og�am coo�dinato� 
e. Parent notification 
1. Mail 
2. Telephone 
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DEMQNST�TIONS og RIOTS 
a. 
b. 
c .  
Possible notification o f  police 
Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
. ' 
Puni�hment . will be at the discretion of 
the program coordinator 
STUDENT DRESS ., 
a.  
b. 
c .  
d.  
e .  
EXTOR.TIQN 
• •  ',J  • :· • •• 
Clothing that may disrupt the educational 
process is n�t re�ssable � 
Punishment will be at the d��cre�ion of 
the program coordinator 
Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
Program coordinator/student conference 
Parent notification 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
' •  
a.  Punishment �ill be at the discretion of 
the program coordinator 
b.  Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
c .  Program coordinator/student conference 
d. Parent notification 
1 .  Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
e .  Parent conference may 'be required if the 
violation occurs a second time 
INTIMIDATION 
a. Punishment will be at the discretion of the 
program coordinator 
b .  Verbal warning and explanation of rules 
c. Program coordinator/student conference 
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d .  Parent notification 
1. Mail 
2 .  Telephone 
e.  Parent conference may be required if the 
violation occurs a second time 
Corporal punishment may be used as an alternative disciplinary 
measure for cases of misbehavior if the in-school alternative does not 
correct the problem. Corporal punishment would not be used if there is 
written objection by a parent in the student ' s  file. 
'(", i:r.�<! 
·. �."I.!. :' ·. 1; :�.\ 
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I •: • I I 
U1 
-...J 
Student ' s  Name 
Class 
Teacher 
Incident - (Please print the type 
of behavior violation 
by the student) 
-
Faculty Member Signature 
ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM 
DISCIPLINARY REFERRAL FORM 
CERRO GORDO HIGH SCHOOL 
Community Unit District #100 
Cerro Gordo , Illinois 61818 
217-763-8441 
Previous actio��taken by 
faculty member . .  (Please print) . . · . .
;,:. . ... =-� ,.. , .. ; . '• 'rt -. 
. ' �  -.. .., •. 
.
. - � ... . "; ..  , .. . '1' ' ' 
.. �.,..·- """ . - � -:; �· 
Faculty Member Conmfents : '· 
" 
.. 
Date of Notice Date of Incident 
Period Time of Day 
Parents notified -
__ Telephone 
Mail 
--
Personal Conference 
--
Teacher involved �-· Teacher not involved 
, 
Parents were -
• ·-
__ Cooperative and supportive 
__ Uncooperative and unsup-
portive 
Action taken by program coordinator 
Program Coordinator Comments : 
Program Coordinator Signature 
'!'. ., 
; 
. 
! ·
. 
l 
.. · -· . .... -··· ·--· -· .... .. .. --·-....... . .I...-.� . - .. .... . .. .. ..... - . ..  -· 
- --.- _\. 
APPENDIX C i 
i 
- . � ··- .....  - .. ..--., . ·- ----
·' 
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V1 '° 
Student ' s  Name 
Class 
Teacher 
Incident - (Please print the type 
of behavior violation 
by the student) 
. 
Program Coordinator Comments : 
ALTERNATIVE PROGRAM 
EXTENSION FORM 
CERRO GORDO HIGH SCHOOL 
Community Unit District #100 
Cerro Gordo, Illinois 
217-763-8441 
Length of Extension -
�- ·... : : 
: 
.: 
' 
• 1 
. . - ;� :; _ � �  .... . -. . n ' ... �- -
-�� .. - :' =· � 
. ·' · ·�  . .  · . . �� ·. 
.. 
,J :, ... 
Corporal Punish!neiit -
Yes 
No 
. -
Date Administered: 
Witnessed by (signature) 
61818 
�: ... 
·• 
. 
. .  
��. - . .  
... - � ·� 
--.. 
Date of Notice Date of incident 
Period Time of Day 
Parents notified -
__ Telephone 
Mail 
Parent Conference - Date of con-
ference 
'· Yes � No --
' 
Parents were 
__ Cooperative and supportive 
__ uncooperative and unsup-
portive 
Program Coordinator Signature 
. . .. ·- .  ---
APPENDIX D · 
-� 
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Student ' s  Name 
Class 
Teacher 
Attitude -
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
__ Improved 
Not Improved 
� I Class Participation - I 
Good 
Fair 
Poor 
__ Improved . 
__ Not Improved 
Prepared for CTass -
Books Yes 
No 
Paper and Pencil -
Yes 
No 
Lessons completed on time -
Yes 
No 
ALTERNATIVE PRcx::;RAM 
DAILY FOLLOW-UP FORM 
CERRO GORDO HIGH SCHOOL 
Community Unit District #100 
Cerro Gordo , Illinois 61818 
217-763-8441 ' .  
, 
COnd\lCt -
�) t! � � t r  
:!i 
-�yi�9 behaviof" 
_o i srup�ive :� · ·. 
Disrespectful . a :-i 
- .u '· ... GrQss Disobedie.n� '·" 
-Fighting :: • 
--Profanity S , . -- . ,. · ;  Gefoures .. ! '· .�· - :< .. · .4 _un . .f><W?.fative / .�. "= 
InsubOrdination· � · -- • I  �. f"� -'..,.! � •:_ Othe� '� ' · ·.-
- .,. -.9 ,.. ;� "?-� ., '.""t : ' r  .), 
Tardiness -
On time 
Late 
Class 
Period 
Date ------
Time ------
·-
:i: 
� 
·4;. 
r.: 
.. 
.. � - · 
:� 
Date of Notice Date of Incident 
Period Time of Day 
Loitering - (Describe incident) 
Violation of Driving -
Rules and Regulations 
(Describe Incident) 
Inappropriate Behavior at an 
Extra-curricular Event or 
School Assembly -
(Describe Incident) 
Program Coordinator Signature 
! · .  
� . .. . I • -.• • • • ,,. .,  
.. : . " 
• •  ! ., .• , .-···�· !•" .. . . . . .... .. ... · .. . - · · ·  · 1  · · · � · · · - · 
'N .... PEl'fl> X ,E1 :r �-- ., t " • I •  • ..-.. • ... I " . ,. ...,.,� " "ii 
.... .. .  . .. . 
s��clf'rc .;�i'E�S . �, t . . : � T ; • 
... c: -nm�·PASS J:IR.oG� l i: 
(POSITIVE ALTEllNATIVE TO STUDENT SUSPENSlON) 
GRADES 7-12 
I 
AT -:. . . 
SOUTH BELOIT COMMUNITY ��T PISTIUCT #320 
850 Hl\YE� AVENUE 
SOUTH BELOIT, ILLINOlS 61080 .. 
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Special rec.Ocpli tion should be given to Dr. Dennis B .  Healy, 
Superintendent, South Beloit Community Unit District #320, South 
Beloit, Illinois, for granting the writer ' s  request to use the guide-
lines for the in-school · suspension program he has·developed as an 
appendix to this paper . 
Dr. Healy has succes�fu11� 'developed · in-sch00l · suspension pro-
grams at the last two Illinois unit Districts in which he has been 
superintendent . Those districts -are·: · 
1 .  Mt. Carroll Conmunity U�t District 1304 
· Mt. ·-&-:rro11�1: �1:t.il\O'is� 1c � . 
2 .  South Beloit COIIDllUriicy'�'t bistri:ct •320 · �1 !� · 
South Beloit, Ill�is 
·: • . : - - Jn.?l.t..1.l�J �· •· · .. \."01·1.·.:. } If, .,· 1: :. ..-_, l .� !.-�  .. •;· 
l . . •  :· ' l . . ' 
. . .!7.°!..i.,l� tli�'\-.. t . . . 
• , • \ t_ "· 
; 
.,., . 
p3 
. . .... � : (: ·. ·: ·. 
• f 
,. ,_ i 
. . .  . , . 
. '" ' ·' . 
THE PASS PROGRAM 
(Positive Alternative to Student Suspension) 
Grades 7-12 
An alternative to out-of-school suspension will be in-school 
suspension. 
Any child place·d on in-school suspension will complete the 
following : . . . 
1 .  Regular class assignments. 
2 .  Meet with guidan'be 
· 
counselOrs;tsocial workers:· 
. ,._ . .  ' 
3 .  Write a beliaJ"i6r1 tnodificatloh.\ ci>htract·;··-·� 0 • .. � J .. ·. · · • 
In-school suspension is an ·a1ternative learning experience. Any 
student assigned to .
. 
in-:�c�0:1 �uspen��ndQ�!r f..e.���.f�-:._j>��f::.�:.con­
tained ,classroom �o� th,e en��f� sc��l!im; t}��·tY��·'?a�<:e,!t�\��ll .. b� , 
provided. All regular class;room as�.�mrr}' Wtll. -�·. C?�P��4�d:\���I:l? 
the in-school 'suspension time. A 5erg.t1�\>l?.:t�,c�·�· w���,-�. �fesent 
to help with the commitment to improve .th.ir 'behavior. In-school sus-
. .. � ... '"'':� t ·,_ '(' ... , , ,..,_ ... . .... :,� .<� ·: ";� 
pension will deal with self-image, and gOals for life, self-awareness , 
rap sessions on attitudes. The pu��:1p,f � ::�c?-�l suspen�io�.is �c:> 
help the student identify resources for dealing cons�cti��ly with · '\- . :!. '� ; 
life situations. 
Consequences for failure to deal with the reasonable rules and 
regulations provided for in in-school suspension wi+l ,be an out-of-
school suspension for double the number of days p�ovided for an in-
school suspension . 
During assignment to in-school suspension all privil.eges are 
recinded so that students are motivated to work back into their re-
gular program. 
SOUTH BELOIT PUBLIC SCHOOLS 
COMMUNITY UNIT SCHOOL DISTRICT #320 
STANDARDS OF CONDUCT 
Grades 7-12 
WHAT THE SCHOOL EXPECTS OF YOU 
Students are expected to conduct themselve� in such a manner as 
to bring credit to themselves, their school and their community. 
Students will conduct themselves according to th� reasonable rules 
and regulations of the Student Handbook and Board Policy. Good 
behavior will apply to extra curricular ��ti��ti�s, while on the school 
bus, activities after school, and when vr"i:�i\�9',.9t4�. schools as well 
as dur�ng the regular school day. :- · ,, ' . -
·.;�· '""" '• !; , \  _, . •  
I . , 
NO STUDENT SHALL DISRUPT THE EDUCATION PROCESS WITHIN A SCHOOL 
,.,, I tJ•i t, -� t .  � '  � (l ) •• •, [.,' f f:.'i . • \ : . 
Every member of the school conununity, includf:ng students, parents, 
# : � • '!• -�·;\ ... ..  (. ,� ! : . • .� . .  "j.':.,,. .. ·: .: : , t :  
and the school staff, has the responsibility to pranote regular attend-
iii i1:·' ·. �, .. : .f·'l � ·, t  , .; ,  : � • 
ance at school, or.derly conduct and behav:ior, freedom from fear of 
.l • .: u�'-.d .u-i ' : -�'�' ·. i.: . .  
insult or injury, and maximum opportunities for learning on the part 
. . . · j.: .  
of each student . 
The South Beloit Unit District #320 cites two (2) types of conduct 
disruptive to a good learning environment: "gross misconduct and 
persistent disobedience. " Wherea!:f the school has a valid interest in 
maintaining good order and pl;'opei: . .  decorum, gross -:m.isoonduct and per-
. " 
sistent disobedience will not be tolerated at any time • 
• ' l ( • • • 
Specifically, gross ndscondu�t is defined as "willful and mal-
.. 
icious acts which seriously disrupt the educational environment . "  Such 
acts include: possession �r use of. alcoholic beverages; arson; false 
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alarms ; possession of fireworks or explosives; inciting others to 
violence or disruption; physical attack or threat of physical attack; 
possession or use of weapons ; shakedown or strong arm tactics;  
· . . .J' .. ; . ,' 
possession, use or distri�ution of a controlled dangerous substance ;  
.. . " ' '  . : 
vandalism or destruction of property; fighting and theft. 
Specifically , persistent disobedience, is defined as "willful 
·'· 
acts which also have a disruptive effect, especially when they are 
repeated over a period of time � "  
. ., ·. ').: 
Such acts include: Continued class disruption; disrespect; 
• 1:.J,, ;",\j_l�:J I • t  • ·• :: 
distribution of unauthorized print material1 false reports; forgery; 
! ·:: .. • • .. l 
gambling; insubordination ; loitering; smoking; and unauthorized sale or 
I • 
distribution of any object or substance; excessive tardiness .  
' • :·t:.�re;:1t. ir1 � i11•;.<ti1 , �. nr-; •·· ·' -� · · 
The South Beloit Board recognizes both informal and formal dis-
;,. 1:Jf f.t 1tn.1.1e·.it r.:�· �(.-:'.c· . ; i ; 
ciplinary actions for student disrupters . Therefore, the board advises 
'. .� _r·,· I • "IX ii !J.U.:Jh r r Cr'« .. ,c.·· ' ·. :,::-· .. 
teachers and administrators to use a variety of informal disciplinary/ � :... .. . 
guidance steps in order to correct the standard of conduct violated 
before taking formal disciplinary action through suspension and ex-
pulsion. 
:w .. , �.'!-;: '-� ;. ·� � i t  ·: . ·- . . .  
:· ·�·: . .  ·� t 1l : • • � .. 
These include: 
1. Teacher-Student conferences .  
2 .  Teacher-Parent conference or contact. 
3 .  Guidance Counselor-Student conference. 
4. Guidance Counselor-Parent-Student conference . 
5. Administrator-Student conference . 
6.  Administrator-Parent-Student conference . 
7 .  Social Worker-Community Service Agencies 
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Additional stra�egies reCQJQmended by the school board as alter-
natives to suspension. 
ALL DETENTION HALL AND BEHAVIORAL PROBATION 
A student can be as�igned to a detention hall or behavioral 
probation for· the followi:Jlg : :• gross misconduct, persistent disobedience, 
behavior which is injurious to persons or property, behavior which sub-
stantially and materially disrup�s �he educational process or dis-
cipline in the school. Repeated minor .incidents of misbehavior for 
. · .. : ·"�······ ., 
which other disciplinary measures have failed to deter, and gross 
• • •  'i: l' ., l r. �.1� .. · : I 
disrespect. Students on bahavioral probation will be denied participa-
tion in extra curricular activities. · : ,• P,-4:-;_·.-w• .: � ::  · ,., · 
. • . •l 1·; ; l '"'. - : 'r. 't 1 
Whereas the school has a valid interest· idJ:i uin�ain$._n11 good order 
and proper decorum and if, the presence .of :a student llt: schc>ol is 
dangerous to other persons or property, . o,:r -�f .-$Sohl P:re11enc'e at school 
• 
is believed to have a destructive influence on the normal operation 
of the school program the administrator is advised to .make a decision 
based on the nature of the present act �-and ·�egree 0�1 its1 severity in 
t ' V ,, .: : , � ! )j �·°'I • 
cases where the student must be denied participation • in education 
through suspension or expulsion. South Beloit students will be given 
the following opportunity before suspension: 
• 
1 .  That the pupil be given oral or written notice of 
the charges against him or her. 
2 .  If the pupil denies the charges, furnish the pupil 
an explanation of the evide.nce _against him/her. 
3 .  Give the student an opportunity to present his/her 
side of the story . 
Suspension temporarily removes from a student the privilege of 
attend:i:ng school and school activities until a formal meeting with 
67 
the parent to consider reinstatement. 
SUSPENSION PROCEDURES ARE AS FOLLOWS : 
1 .  The parents are notified by telephone (if possible) of 
the suspension and reasons for the action. 
2 .  Upon imposition of the suspension the student and the 
parent (s) or guardian (s) of the student shall receive 
written notice of the following : 
a .  
b .  
c .  
d .  
The reason for the suspension/standard of conduct 
violated. 
Procedures to be followed by the student and the 
parents for possible reinstatement . 
The beginning dat�· and to��l number of days of the 
suspension. ' . • .. I: • • :- • � � : t.4�,t> 
'\ ··i�l· The right to a . ��yiew. �.f� tRfii ����on as set forth 
in School Code 4-33 . 5  • .  �.f. r�est" "f6:r a review 
hearing shall be subni��e� � . . writing within ten 
(10) school days after the receipt of the suspen­
sion notice. The revieJ!' hearing shall take place 
within ten (10) schooi 
'
days of the receipt of the 
request or on a date �u��)-�Y,. �9���,�f.o all 
parties inv�lved . 
IF A STUDENT IS SUSPENDED 
1 .  The student and parent (s) or guardian (s) shall be informed 
of the opportunity to take examinations and complete 
other �ork for credit which was missed during the suspension 
period. 
2 .  All records and documentations regarding the suspension 
shall be destroyed at the end of a years time from the 
date of the suspension. ' 
' . .... ... 
: " .. j • .•· \ ,, ' :a .  
: ... ' :.��E�7�.t)�:-�11'1 . 
� '\,, 
SPECIFlC GUIDELINES 
FOR. � • .. :.. 
..... 1 
IN-SCHOOL SUSPENSION · P�OG� 
AND �- : 
BEHAVlOR C<DE 
AT 
UNITED TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOL DlS�lCT 130 
* 
13th ST�ET AND 42qi � · 
EAST MOLINE, ILLINOIS ' 61244 
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�( .· 
Special recognition should be given to the administrators of . , 
United Township High School District #30 in East Moline, Illinois 
.' ·� .:. I •' 
for granting the ��iter' s  request to use the guidelines for their � 
in-school suspension program, and behavior code as an appendix to 
•• ' ': -<n ··:, 
this paper. 
In Appendix C you will notice statistics which indicate that 
•. ·.! ;l ·- • . •. : ' 41 
United Township High School District #30 had a significant drop in 
· ;r� · . J l . · 1 
truancies , and a decrease in the amount of tardies in just a period 
of one year. 
· - :l . ' . • 
a very strong, 
' "  
.. ,., 
-. .  � \f" . . ·•\ t···.-··. :. 
This is defin'i te proof that this school district has 
.. : t\ · : fl\j Q �, :,}w;.t '· . :. 
and well coordinated program. 
.!. : • '-'f. ��,,. �-. - 1<)<.i '. ·• 'J '} «?./ _. i '"" 
°.l j' <.J (J��; s • ';� f ")I•� -1"_ :<L • � ; ; : ' 'J :. ,., 
·-� . . ,, , ,,,,1t . 
. : ., 
• 
I <'/1 1  •: n .. .., '- .. 4? � .u 
; ·•· iv \ _. .. H!• . •' . :  ;t, i t. n  
� t •. t,t. 1 ,, � . ., , 1  ' '  
y l -� .. �: ... .. . . • !l 
. .'(, :� 
To: Dave Schmitz, Principal 
Mt. Carrol High School 
Basically we have switched from an open campus to a tighter 
.. � . 
controlled school wit� .� in-school suspension system and new be­
havior code . In-school suspension this year has discouraged and 
... 
reduced the number of truancies and tardies . Students dislike the 
idea of being isolated from their school friends and locked up in 
a restricted boring in-school suspension room. Students seem to 
... , . . , . 
. take more interest and concern in having a proper excuse for 
� .. • ' , ..  y .. 
their absences. Parents are in favor of in-school suspension as 
i I' (. : \ � i �4° l 
they want their children in school and consider out-of-school 
· '  t. �<A>lt1t:-\'r ·.: 
suspension as a vacation for the student . Teachers seem to like 
?'� ·?' :·i r c;r1 
in-school suspension as it provides some leverage and control over 
. • 
the student. 
• 
Note the comparison - February 1977 truancies 415 
. .._ -- �;� . .; .'..c·.� t. c.·,H F:·rt;'r: 
February 1978 truancies 107 
February 1977 tardies 97 
�··l. �-... c:vSr··� !-f·J!": . ' .�. : :· ·; · •·. , .. 
February rl97�'"fataies ·:t'' < GS ._. · 
:P.· 
UTHS BEHAVIOR CODE 
TRUANCY - The absence from class or school without authorized per­
mission �y ' school officials or parents. 
•.• i �::.. \; .. . . • ' ·" 
1 .  First Tinie 
a .  In-school suspension: (equal to periods truant) 
b .  Student-Principal conference 
c .  Notify parents by maii 
d .  Phon·e parents 
2. Second Time 
a .  In-school suspension: -1 &y-
b .  Principal-Counselor·· odn'ference 
c .  Parent conference<i:-Efqui'red '" '· ' °'"· -
3 .  Third Time 
a. In-school susperisioni.t.·�2 :days. ' ' ·J,, . .  -.. � 
• . . · .. .i'.•." . 
b. Principal-Parent-Student conference 
· : . . ii<:  .t' · !. -:' r �  s.�:i . . · ... ·· 
4 .  Fourth Time 
a .  Referral to Youth :sE!rvlceJ.Bureau (Alternatives 
to Detention) ,  if under 16 years old. 
5. After Fourth Time 
a .  Referral to court on Youth Service Bureau 
recommendation', if attempts to eliminate truancy 
(30 days ) have failed . 
6 .  Up to 1 0  days out-of-school suspension or possible 
expulsion . 
VANDALISM - To willfully damage or destroy personal property or 
-. : ' .j 
school property . 
a. Principal-Student conference 
b .  Parents notified by phone and mail 
c .  Student fined for damages 
d .  When student has written on desks, etc, have 
student clean and sandpaper desk or walls as 
applies. 
FIGHTING - Two or more students involved in a physical struggle. 
l. First Time 
a .  In-school suspension: 3 days 
..  , . .  
b .  Parent conference required 
c .  Principal-Student conference 
d .  Parents notified by mail and phone 
2 .  Second Time 
a .  In-school suspension: 3 days 
. . !.c.: 
b .  Parent conference required 
c .  Principal-Student-Parent conference 
3 .  Third Time "'�··,.. ;-," • \:: : ,• •• ;, J; 
J 
a .  OUt-of�school suspension up to 10 days and a 
school board hearing. 
IN ADDITION TO THE ABOVE , ANY FIGHT MAY RESULT IN EXPULSION . 
DISRESPECT OR NAME-CALLING - To call people names in order to dis­
grace �or disrespect. 
a. Principal-Student conference 
b. Apologize to teache·r or··staff member 
c. In-school suspeqsion : l day 
REFUSAL TO COMPLY WITH ANY OF THE ABOVE REQUESTS WILL RESULT IN 
OUT-OF-SCHOOL SUSPENSION . 
SUBSEQUENT OCCURRENCE WILL RESULT IN OUT-OF-SCHOOL SUSPENSION/ 
PENDING PARENT CONFERENCE . 
SMOKING - The act of smoking tobacco or other substance, or possess­
ion of a lighted cigarette on the school premises: 
1 .  First Time 
a. Principal-Student conference 
n 
b . Rules explained again 
c. In-school suspension: 1 day 
d. Parents notified by mail and phone 
2 .  Second Time 
a. Principal-Student conference 
b.  In-school suspension: 2 days 
c. Parents notified by mail and phone 
d. Parent conference mandatory 
3 .  Third Time: or More 
a. Principal-student corif�ren�e 
b. In-scliool suspension: 3 days 
c. 
d. 
Parent conference (Parents
· ��tifi�d b�· �il and 
phone 
Each subsequent,. ��m�7 . ;��n�}�,. ... �pJes 3 days in­
school suspension' and a Principal-Student-Parent 
conference. 
• 
·, . ..: ·. : � . 
ANNOYING BEHAVIOR - To disrupt the educational process. 
. , 
1 .  First Time . , . f �, I ; .. i: •, , 
a .  Conference and warning . 
' I  • ,t t 
b. Student-Principal .. conference 
_:- • • • t •4 ' 
c .  Student sent to in-school suspension for period 
only (returns to class subsequent day} 
• 
d .  Parent notified by mail and phone 
2 .  Second Time 
a. In-school suspension: 2 days (that period) 
b. Student-Principal-Teac�er conference 
c. Parents phoned and notified by mail 
3 .  Third Time 
a. In-school suspension : 3 days (that period) 
. ?fl 
EXCESSIVE TARDINESS - To school Any student not in his assigned 
room by the opening bell. 
To class - Any student not in his assigned 
room by the tardy bell. 
(Referral is made to Principal when tardies become excessive) . 
.. 
1 .  First Time 
a .  In-school suspension that period only (Return 
to class subsequent day) 
b. Principal-Student conference' 
c .  Call parent and notify by mail 
2 .  Second Time 
a .  Principal-Student coriference 
' .  . '· b .  Counselor referral · 
c .  In-school suspension: 2 days (that i;>eriod) 
3 .  Third Time 
• . .  ·r, t r · · ·�� l • • ., '''" 
a .  Principal-Student-Parent confefence 
b. In-S{:bool suspensidft ; 
., ,;._ ,, _.. 
3 days {that period} 
4 ,  Fourth Time 
a .  
b .  
c .  
Parents notifi�d . by " mail and. by phone 
, ..,, • .,., • ' 'I: �. In-school suspension rest of quarter or 
semester (that_ peri�d) , . 
··1.� . 
Student assigned "F" grade 
PROFANE LANGUAGE OR GESTURES - The oral or written use of vulgar 
• language • 
. \ 
REMOVAL FROM CLASS OR CLASSES WITH PRIN�IPAL-STUDENT CONFERENCE IN 
ALL INSTANCES . 
• � · . i f • ' 
l .  First Time 
a.  In-school suspension:· 1 day 
b. Parent notified by mail and phone 
•. 
2 .  Second Time 
a. In-school suspension : 2 days 
b. Parent notified by mail and phone 
3 . Third Time 
a. In-�chool suspension/pending parent conference 
GAMBLING - To play a. gam� . . .  or bet .for serious money or stakes 
(Card playing will .be considered gambling) .  
1 .  First Time 
a .  Conference and warni_ng 
b. Parents notified by ,�il �d p�n� . .  
c.  Student-Principal coi:iference 
"";. • . 
d .  In-school suspensio?l;·�e�t �t ·t:-4e 1 �.':J� 
2 .  Second Time 
b .  In-school suspension : 2 days (that period) 
• 
3 .  Third Time :� ' .. "t :  :i-11 i 
a. In-school suspension: 3 days 
c .  Student-Principal conf���c�} :·�· , . .. .. 
:: . 
4 .  Fourth Time 
a .  Class Closed p�nding parent conference 
DISRUPTIVE-UNCOOPERAT·IVE - Behavi9r in school or at school functions 
that bring disorder. 
INSUBORDINATION - To refuse to cooperate with school officials or 
employees. 
1 .  First Time 
a. Principal-Student conference 
b. In-school suspension : 1 day (that period) 
7fi 
c .  Parents notified by mail and phone 
2 .  Second Time 
a .  In-school suspension: 2 days (that period) 
b .  Parent-Student-Principal conference 
3 .  Third Time 
a .  In-school suspension pending parent conference 
(that period) 
Corporal punishment can be used as a disciplinary measure, 
unless written parent objection is on file. Depend�ng upon 
the seriousness of the offense, stronger or lesser suspen-
sions and penalties may result.  
LOITERING - To delay action with aimless stops or pauses . 
. ' 
1 .  First Time 
· a .  Principal-Student conference (warni.ng) 
2 • ·second Time 
a.  In-school suspension : 
3 • Third Time 
1 day I• . 
. ,. . .. 
a .  Out-of-school suspension pending parent conference ·' t • .... 
RECKLESS DRIVING - Operating a car in a �arele�·s ,  irresponsible 
or negligent manner without regard for the 
safety of others. 
. � . .  
•'I  ' ,� :' 
1 .  First Time 
a.  Student-Principal conference and parking privilege 
revoked for a time designated by principal . 
2 .  Second Time 
a .  out-of-school suspension pending parent conference 
3 .  Third Time 
a.  Parking privilege revoked for the rest of the year 
ANY RECKLESS DRIVING MAY RESULT IN CHARGES AGAINST THE STUDENT AT 
THE POLICE DEPARTMENT. 
THEFT - To take something from the school premises without specific 
or legal permission. 
1 .  First Tirae 
a .  Student-Principal conference 
b .  Return of property 
c .  out-of-school suspension pending parent conference 
2 .  Second Time 
a .  out-of-school suspension pending administrative de­
cision. 
Any of the following behavior code violations may result 
in out-of-school suspension for up to 10 days, or ex-
plusion by Board of Education. 
ANNOYING BEHAVIOR - To disrupt the educational process. 
DRINKING AND ILLEGAL DRU<;S- Direct involvement or participation in 
consuming, us'ing, selling, or giving 
alcoholic beverage, marijuana, non­
prescription drugs or other controlled 
substance 1during the school day and 
school functions . 
GROSS DISRESPECT - Verbal and physical acts by a student that 
are rude, discourteous, vulgar. 
EXTORTION - To obtain IOC>ney or property by threats 
or force. 
FIGHTING -
INSUBORDINATION -
PROFANITY -
STRIKING AN EMPLOYEE -
Two or more students involved in physical 
struggle. 
To refuse to cooperate with school officials 
or employees .  
The oral or written use of vulgar language. 
Any undue physical contact or force used 
by a student against any school official 
or employee .  
WEAPONS -
INTIMIDATION -
Any object that can be used for physical 
or property damage . 
To attempt to influence someone with fear , 
force or threat. 
Note : Students will not be allowed to wear hats or bare-midriff attire. 
� \'f,:': t .. i I · / 
' •,., ..j :t;' I . . , .. I• .. 
.. iv.· . .. . . , 
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Student ' s  Name 
DISCIPLINARY REFERRAL 
UNITED TOWNSHIP HIGH SCHOOL 
Class 13th Street and 42nd Avenue 
East Moline, Illinois 61244 
. 
Teacher 309-755-2171 
·. 
: 
INSTRUCTIONS 
L The purpose of this notice is to inform you of a disciplinary 
incident involving the student. 
2 .  Please note the action taken by the teacher and the correct-
ive action initiated today. 
3. Recurring incidents will be reported . 
Reason (s) for Notice: 
Cutting Class Dates 
Excessive Tardiness 
Unacceptable Language 
Smoking 
Annoying to Classmates 
. 
Destructive to School Property 
Fighting 
Rude/Dis�ourteous 
Excessive Talking 
Disruptive/Uncooperative 
Teacher Conunents : 
. 
Prior Action by Teacher or 
Administration: 
Reviewed Student' s  File 
Had Conference with Student 
Con�ulted Counselor 
Changed Student 's  Seat 
Tel·ephoned Parent 
Had Conference with Parent 
Sent Pr.evious Notice (s) 
: Assigned to Study. Hall 
Period 
. . 
. . 
. . 
. · 
. ; .. 
.. 
... . .. . . . 
. 
'· 
Date of Notice Date of Incident 
Period Time of Day 
.. 
From i . . . .  .. 
...i f .. . ..  . . . .. . 
Assistant Principal 
Present Action ' by 
Administration: 
Student Cooperative 
Called Parent 
Parent Conference Required 
Student Put on Probation 
Student Suspended 
Assigned to Study Hall 
Period 
Additional Comments : 
If You Would Like a Conference Concerning This Suspension Please Call 
The Hiqh School at 755-2171 
White- Parent ' s  Copy Yellow - Off ice Copy Pink - Teacher ' s  Copy Gold-Counselor ' s  Copy 
I 
.... 
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